The existing rail station passenger flow prediction models are inefficient, due to that most of them use single-source data to predict. In this paper, a novel method is proposed based on multi-layer LSTM, which integrates multi-source traffic data and multi-techniques (including feature selection based on Spearman correlation and time feature clustering), to improve the performance of predicting passenger flow. The experimental results show that the multi-source data and the techniques integrated in the model are helpful, and the proposed method obtains a higher prediction accuracy which outperforms other methods (e.g. SARIMA, SVR and BP network) greatly.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of urban rail transit and the continuous improvement of information management system, a large number of passenger travel data have been generated. How to accurately estimate the passenger flow of the rail station has become a research hotspot in the scientific community. It is well known that accurately prediction on the passenger flow could not only help us control the situation of passenger transportation, but also is useful for making a reasonable plan for potential emergencies, which improves the city's emergency response capacity.
However, there are some problems in passenger flow forecasting currently, such as single data source, incomplete consideration of influencing factors, which yield low accuracy of existing methods, and seriously defect the management of the urban traffic.
In this paper, based on multi-source traffic data, a novel method, which take both of temporal and spatial factors
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Songwen Pei . into consideration, is proposed to predict passenger flow of rail station. Especially, it utilizes clustering algorithm in classifying features of temporal factor, due to that clustering algorithm, such as k-means, DBSCAN [1] , [2] , Density Peak [3] , [4] etc., is an effective way to classify data into different categories automatically, and is quite suitable and applicable in this field. Furthermore, due to the time series characteristics of passenger flow, based on the advantages of LSTM network [5] in modeling time series data, a multi-layer LSTM network passenger flow prediction model is proposed as well to predict the entrance passenger flow of rail station.
II. RELATED WORK
There are many factors that affect the passenger flow of rail station, which could roughly be classified into two categories: temporal factors and spatial factors.
(1) Temporal factors are the factors which affect the passenger flow in time dimension. Most scholars regard the historical passenger flow as an important influencing factor [6] . For example, Liu et al. [5] use the passenger flow before the VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ target period as a key feature to predict the passenger flow. Meanwhile, the passenger flow is closely related to ''weekly information'' [7] , i.e. ''What day is today?'' (e.g. Monday, Tuesday. . . . . . Sunday) and ''the time of the target period''. Lijuan Liu, et al. also predicted the passenger flow of bus rapid transit (BRT) stations in a similar way [8] .
(2) Spatial factors are the factors that affect the passenger flow in the spatial dimension according to the spatial location relationship of the station. Tang et al. [9] considered the impact of passenger flow of other stations in the rail network space on the passenger flow of the predicted rail stations, which improving the prediction accuracy. Junwen Zhou considered the multi-source data, introduced the thirdparty consumption data around the rail station that may affect the passenger flow, to predict the passenger flow [10] .
Most of the current researches are based on the temporal features and single rail transit data itself, such as ''weekly information'' and ''the time of the target period'', the historical passenger flow data of the station itself, and the impact of other rail station passenger flow in the rail network space. In terms of spatial factors, there are less researches on multi-source data [9] , and less explorations on the use of multi-source traffic data. Furthermore, to our knowledge, at present time, there is no research that uses other public transport (e.g. bus rapid transit) data to study the inter-spatialrelationship among different kinds of transportation, which leads to the lack of comprehensive consideration of spatial influence factors in passenger flow prediction and yields low performance. As far as ''the time of the target period'' is considered, some scholars directly used it as input, which has poor generalization [8] , while other scholars divided the two categories of peak and off-peak time artificially [11] , which has strong randomness.
In terms of prediction method, scholars at home and abroad have done a lot of researches on passenger flow prediction. There are several methods as follows: (1) Linear prediction model, Milenković et al. [12] used autoregressive moving average model to predict the railway passenger flow.
(2) Based on the method of machine learning, Sun et al. [13] used the wavelet SVM model to predict the Transfer passenger flow of Beijing Rail Transit. Some scholars predict passenger flow based on neural network [14] . (3) Combined forecasting model. Jiang et al. [15] established a combined model based on grey support vector machine to improve the prediction accuracy of rail transit passenger flow. The current research results are of great significance for passenger flow prediction, but there are some limitations [16] : the linear prediction model cannot reflect the nonlinear characteristics of passenger flow [17] ; the prediction accuracy of machine learning model is not enough; the generalization ability of combined prediction model is poor [18] .
Theoretical analysis and comparison of methods: There are various different factors that affect the passenger flow, as shown in Table 1 which shows that it is superior to use multi-source. However, most existing works only make use of single factor, instead of multi-source, to predict passenger flow, yielding accuracy is not enough [12] , such as linear prediction model, nonlinear prediction model, simulation prediction model, machine learning model, etc.
The comparison of various existing methods is shown in Table 2 [16] . Compared with them, the LSTM network model is able to effectively extract features from the source data, which is difficult for the traditional linear model and other machine learning methods. Furthermore, its modeling cost is far lower than simulation prediction models [19] , and is suitable for time series data.
III. NOTATIONS AND TASK DESCRIPTIONS
Before introducing the proposed method, some notations used in this paper are addressed as below.
Let DAY = {day 1 , day 2 , . . . . , day e } be a day set, and Week(day i ) be the ''weekly information'' of day i ; t be a time interval (e.g., 0.5, 1 or 2 hours), and a day is divided into q segments, where q = 24/ t, which forms a time period vector T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . ., T q }.
Let ST = {st 1 , st 2 , . . . . st m } be a rail station set, RailADST w = railadst w,1 , railadst w,2 , . . . , railadst w,z be the adjacent rail station of st w where RailADST w ⊆ ST , and BrtADST w = brtadst w,1 , brtadst w,2 , . . . , brtadst w,s be the adjacent BRT station of st w ; pflow st i,j be the entrance passenger flow of station st at time T i on day j , we also use Let Te = {te 1 , te 2 , . . . . . . te i , . . . . . . , te n } be the feature set of temporal-spatial influence factors, where te i represents the i th feature.
Let P = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } be a dataset, and x (1) , x (2) , . . . , x (n) be the sorted sequence of P, where x (1) < x (2) <, . . . , < x (n) , and let ind(P, x i ) be the index of x i in the sorted sequence of P.
Definition 1 (Order Difference): Let x i and x j be two elements of P, |ind(P,
Definition 2 (passenger flow): The number of passengers. Our task is to predict the entrance passenger flow of a rail station.
IV. PASSENGER FLOW PREDICTION MODEL OF RAIL STATION BASED ON LSTM NETWORK A. THE FRAMEWORK
The framework of the proposed method is shown in figure 1 , by training the historical data it obtains a predictor which is used to forecast the passenger flow.
As we can see from the plot, firstly, we use Spearman algorithm to analyze the candidate influence factors, then we get the temporal and spatial factors that affect the passenger flow significantly. Secondly, we use k-means algorithm to cluster the feature of ''the time of the target period'' to get the category of the time which can simplify the proposed model. Thirdly, a multi-layer LSTM network passenger flow prediction model is established and trained by the historical data. Finally, the trained model is used to predict the entrance passenger flow of rail station in the actual situation.
B. TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL FACTORS
It is a common sense that time and space are the two most important factors which affect the passenger flow much. In this paper we analyze how important they are based on spearman correlation, and study on the mechanism of how they work, as below. 
1) SPEARMAN CORRELATION
As mentioned above, the rail station passenger flow is affected by many factors that hide behind raw data. In order to find them, we use the spearman correlation analysis method, which is also known as ''rank correlation coefficient'', to test the correlation coefficient between the passenger flow and each factor.
Spearman correlation uses the appearance orders of two variables to analysis correlation and has no mandatory requirements for the distribution of original variables including normal distribution, which means that it belongs to nonparametric statistical method and has a wider range of application. Furthermore, it studies the correlation between two variables based on computing the order difference between them which is also called "rank difference method". In the case of no duplicate data, if one variable linearly depends on another one, the correlation coefficient is + 1 or -1, and this is called the variable complete spearman order correlation.
2) TEMPORAL FACTORS
(1) As we know the passenger flow varies with time in a day, for example, Figure 2 
We can see that the four curves are similar, indicating that the passenger flow is roughly unimodal, where the main peak of passenger flow appears between [T 36 , T 38 ]. Given a rail station st w at time T i on day j , its passenger flow pflow st w i,j is affected by T i . As shown in the last row of Table 3 , the correlation coefficient between the target period passenger flow of Lianban rail station and ''the time of the target period'' is about 0.622.
(2) It is also well known that the daily passenger flow of the rail station changes with the ''weekly information''. Figure 3 plots the daily entrance passenger flow of Lianban rail station in July 2018. It is observed that the impact of ''weekly information'' is very significant, i.e., the distribution of the passenger flow varies weekly, that it is quite different on different day, and is similar on the same week day (e.g., the flow on Monday is similar to that of other Monday). As shown in the penultimate row of Table 3 , the correlation coefficient between the daily passenger flow of Lianban rail station and ''weekly information'' is about 0.413.
(3) In addition, given a station st w on day j , its passenger flow of the current period is closely related to that of its previous period, i.e. pflow st w i,j is affected by pflow st w i−1,j . Figure 4 shows the correlation between the current period passenger flow and the previous period passenger flow of Lianban station. As shown in Figure 4 that there is a strong correlation between them. So, the passenger flow in the previous period is also an important influence factor. As shown in the 4 th row of Table 3 , the correlation coefficient is about 0.909.
3) SPATIAL FACTORS
(1) Due to the connectivity of urban rail transit network, each rail station st w is definitely affected by its adjacent rail stations RailADST w , i.e., PFlow RailADST w i−1,j . Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively show the correlation between the current period passenger flow of Lianban station and the passenger flow of its adjacent two rail stations Hubindonglu station and Lianhuakou station in the previous period.
It is observed that there is a roughly linear correlation. Hence, we regard the passenger flow of the two rail stations in the previous period as two influence factors, and use spearman method to analysis the impact of them on the passenger flow of Lianban station, and the result are shown in the first 2 rows of Table 3 , which confirm our assumption that the passenger flow of a rail station is greatly affected by its adjacent stations.
(2) Due to that bus rapid transit (BRT) in Xiamen is a quite important transport, and works very similar to railway Both of BRT and rail way together constitute the main public transport network of the city, and there is an interactive relationship between them, for example, some passengers transfer from BRT to railway or from railway to BRT. Therefore, Similar to the impact of adjacent rail stations, the adjacent BRT stations BrtADST w also affects st w , i.e., pflow st w i,j is affected by Pflow BrtADST w i−1,j . Figure 7 shows the correlation between the current period passenger flow of Lianban station and the previous passenger flow of BRT Lianban station. It addresses that the passenger flow in the current period of Lianban station has a strong linear relationship with the passenger flow in the previous period of BRT Lianban station, and the correlation coefficient is shown in the 3 th row of Table 3 , which addresses that BRT also has strong impact on passenger flow of rail transit.
C. FEATURE CLUSTERING
From the mentioned above, time is an important influence factor of passenger flow, and each day includes q segments, each of which has the same time interval t. The passenger flow increases sharply at peak, meanwhile it has little changes on the other time segments. Therefore, it is reasonable to classify time feature into a few categories Catg T i , which has quite different effect on passenger flow, to simplify the proposed model. Hence, k-means clustering is used to classify the time feature in this paper, as below.
Firstly, given t = 0.5 hour, a day is divided into 48 segments, and a railway station st w as well as its passenger flow data within m days as a matrix:
where each row represents a passenger flow vector of a day, and each column also means a passenger flow vector composed of m days for a station at the same time segment. Here, we classify q columns into different categories.
Secondly, before clustering, we also normalized PFM first according to formula (2) to even the influence of the base value of data on the clustering effect.
where D is the value before standardization, D * is the value after standardization, µ is the mean value and σ is the variance. Thirdly, as shown in Figure 2 , there is a section rising part and descending part on both sides of the morning and evening peak, respectively. Therefore, it can be roughly classified into 4 different kinds. Hence, we set K =4 value of k-means, and run it to classify the 48 time segments, and the result is shown in Table 4 and Figure. 8. It obviously addresses that the time segments with no passenger flow were classified into category ''0'' and plotted by blue curve; the time segments with lower passenger flow but changes rapidly were assigned into category ''1'', as the two green parts shows; the time segments with medium passenger flow and little changes were labeled as ''2'', and the time segments with high passenger flow were cluster ''3'' which are called flow peak, as the two red curves demonstrates. Hence, the category of each time segment is: 
D. FORECAST MODEL BASED ON LSTM NETWORK
After the data processing and feature extraction mention above, we would like to introduce multi-layer LSTM VOLUME 8, 2020 Network to build a forecast model to predict passenger flow for a rail station.
1) LSTM NETWORK
Time series problems are common in daily life, such as financial market [20] , industrial production, and meteorological research, etc. The recurrent neural network (RNN) model is a commonly used in deep learning model. RNN model introduces the concept of time series to solve a problem that it is difficult to understand the relationship between the input and output data, and make previous outs have a direct impact on the current input, which is quite suitable for data of longterm time-series.
However, it is difficult to train for RNN in the case of processing long time series data, and there exist problems of gradient explosion or disappearance [21] . Fortunately, Long short term memory network (LSTM), which is a variety of RNN, introduces ''cell state'' to update or retain historical information, so that some meaningful states can be saved for a long time. Hence, it is great for the matter of predicting passenger flow. As shown in Figure 9 , an LSTM unit has three gate structures, namely input gate, forgetting gate and output gate, and a cell state, which are represented by i t , f t , o t , and C t , respectively. The details of LSTM updating are shown as follows:
At first, at time t, the input gate takes the previous output h t−1 and the current data x t as inputs, and outputs i t according to formula (4) , which is used to decide whether to update the information into the cell state.
The forgetting gate takes the previous output h t−1 of the LSTM hidden layer and the current data x t as the inputs. The activation function sigmoid makes output f t of the forgetting gate falls within [0, 1]. If the output is 0, all previous information are discarded, otherwise, they will be retained.
The current time candidate memory valuesC t and tanh function are used to control which new information should be added:C
The current cell state value C t is composed of the candidate memory valueC t and the previous state C t1 according to the formula (8) .
The output gate o t is used to control the output of C t . It multiplies the activation function sigmoid to determine which information of cell state should be output, as shown in formula (8) .
Finally, the output of the hidden layer is obtained by formula (9) . to input gate, forgetting gate, output gate and cell state respectively. b i , b f , b o and b c are bias parameters of input gate, forgetting gate, output gate and cell state respectively.
2) PASSENGER FLOW PREDICTION MODEL BASED ON MULTI-LAYER LSTM NETWORK
Although a single layer LSTM works well for many applications, we find that it obtains low accuracy for predicting passenger flow. Hence, similar to Salman et al. [22] , we argued that multi-layer LSTM is necessary for our task.
As shown in Figure 10 , the proposed multi-layer LSTM consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layer, where:
(1)The input layer is an interface that accepts parameters for station st w :
(2) The hidden layer in the middle is the core, which contains n LSTM layers. Each layer puts previous information forward in the form of memory stream for next step, and affects new input and output of next step.
(3) The output layer is a neuron used to predict pflow st w i,j .
V. EXPERIMENTS A. DATA SET AND PARAMETERS SET UP
Because Lianban rail station (as shown in Figure 11 ) is an important station in Xiamen rail line 1 that has large and stable passenger flow, it is chosen as the target station to conduct experiments. The data sets we used in the following experiments are all normalized according to Equation ( In addition, the whole data set is divided into two parts, i.e., training set and test set, where training set includes the first 20 days, and the rest are testing set.
B. EVALUATION METHODS
In order to better analyze and compare the prediction effect of each experiment, based on absolute passenger error Err as shown in equation (10), two well-known error evaluation indexes are used, i.e. the calculation formulas of mean absolute error (MAE) and mean square error (MSE), which are shown in equation (11) 
where R u represents the actual value passenger flow at the u th time period, R * u represents the predicted flow, and n represents the number of samples. The lower the values of MAE and MSE, the higher the prediction accuracy of the model.
C. THE SETUP OF MULTI-LAYER LSTM
As we know, the number of neurons of a LSTM has great impact on the result, hence, in this paper, we conduct a set of experiments to determine it for each LSTM layer.
As Table 5 shows, we can see that the Multi-Layer LSTM model with three layers, each of which has 100 neurons, obtains the best result. Hence, we will still these parameters in the following experiments.
D. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER PREDICTION MODEL
There are some other famous prediction model in this field, such as SARIMA [11] , SVR [23] and BP network [24] . In this part, we make comparisons with them, as Table 6 shows. It is observed that our model based on multi-layer LSTM with The detail prediction results of each algorithm with different setup are shown as below.
(1) Figure 12 shows the results of the proposed method with multi-source data, where the black solid line is the actual data and the red dashed line is the predicted value.
(2) Figure 13 plots the passenger flow error comparisons between the proposed method and the method without considering adjacent BRT stations. It is observed that the proposed method obtains better prediction than its competitor at most time periods, which proves that adjacent BRT stations are helpful for predicting the passenger flow of the target rail station.
(3) Figure 14 shows the error comparisons between the proposed method and the method without k-means clustering, and we can see that the proposed method has more obvious superiority to the latter, which demonstrates that the classification of time periods works in the proposed algorithm.
(4) We also compare the proposed method with SARIMA, SVR and BP network model, and the results are shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17 , respectively. We can witness that our method outperforms them remarkably.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, based on multi-source data and Multi-LSTM network, a prediction method for predicting entrance passenger flow is proposed which comprehensively takes the spatial factors (including adjacent rail stations and adjacent BRT stations) and temporal factors (previous period passenger flow, weekly information and time) into considerations. Experiments shows that the proposed method is promising for predicting passenger flow, and is helpful for improving the management of city traffic control.
In the future, on the basis of the existing research, we will explore the impact of other factors to improve the performance of proposed method.
